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Can you unscramble these words?

 K D C U

 E E S D

 F W L O R E
 
 F T R I U

Circle the seven objects that 
start with the letter ‘F’

Answer: Fence, fly, fish, flower, frog, foot, flag.

W 
maze

Help the native bee fly to the weeping 
bottlebrush flower by following the letter 
W through the maze. 
Spot this red flowering tree behind the cafe.
What do the remaining letters spell?

Draw a line to match the plants to their names

  Leichhardt bean
Cassia brewsteri

Yellow and red pea shaped 
flowers. Spot it in the playground.

Brazilian fern tree    
Schizolobium parahyba
Tall tree with tadpole shaped 
seeds. Spot it near the cafe.

  Sandpiper vine
Petrea volubilis

Purple flowering vine with rough 
leaves. Find it in the Hinkler 

garden behind the cafe.

Brisbane Golden Wattle   
Acacia fimbriata
Covered in round yellow flowers. 
Spot them across from the 
Chinese gardens.

Where is the ant?

 in
 on
 under

the flower

 in
 on
 under
the hole

 in
 on
 under

the branch

 in
 on
 under
the leaf

 in
 on
 under
the tree

 in
 on
 under

the melon

Answer: Under the leaf, on the tree, on the flower, in the melon, under the branch, in the hole

A. Snack on the black 
Jabotica fruit in 
the Rare fruit tree 
orchard.

B. Spot the creamy 
flowers of the 
Bulberin nut in 
the Rare fruit tree 
orchard.

C. Smell the pink 
flowering Azaleas 
in the Japenese 
gardens.

D. See the pinky red 
Lacebark flowers 
next to the water 
bubbler behind 
the cafe.

E. Find the red 
flowering Weeping 
Bottlebrush behind 
the cafe.

F. Taste the finger 
limes in the Rare 
fuit tree orchard.

	 	 	 	 

Find the six pairs that look the same. Connect 
each pair with a line. You should have an extra 
one left at the end.

Plant match up

Circle ten 
differencespencil-alt

Spot the difference
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Answer: Duck, seed, flower, fruit.


